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Abstract: This paper investigates how to develop a two-stage voltage-type grid-connected control
method for renewable energy inverters that can make them simulate the characteristics of a
synchronous generator governor. Firstly, the causes and necessities of the failure zone are analyzed,
and thus the traditional static frequency characteristics are corrected. Then, a novel inverter control
scheme with the governor’s failure zone characteristics is proposed. An enabling link and a power
loop are designed for the inverter to compensate fluctuations and regulate frequency automatically.
Outside the failure zone, the inverter participates in the primary frequency regulation by disabling
the power loop. In the failure zone, the droop curve is dynamically moved to track the corrected
static frequency characteristic by enabling the power loop, resisting the fluctuation of grid frequency.
The direct current (DC) bus voltage loop is introduced into the droop control to stabilize the DC
bus voltage. Moreover, the designed dispatch instruction interface ensures the schedulability of the
renewable energy inverter. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed control method
are verified by simulation results from MATLAB (R2016a).

Keywords: failure zone; governor; frequency regulation; inverter; voltage-type control; static
frequency characteristics

1. Introduction

Energy consumption rises as the development of global industrialization, resulting in more
usage of fossil fuels [1]. Carbon dioxide emissions caused by fossil fuels accelerate global warming,
leading to serious environmental problems [2]. In order to replace the energy generated by fossil fuels,
photovoltaic (PV) power generation systems can be used [3]. For such PV power generation systems,
it is important to design a grid-connected inverter that provides reliable AC (alternating current)
power to the grid from the PV source’s DC (direct current) power [4]. Grid integration of inverters
has become increasingly important in distributed generation (DG) systems [5,6]. Many different types
of PV inverters have been researched and proposed [7,8]. Generally, when it comes to the topology
of photovoltaic grid-connected circuits, there are two types: single-stage inverters and two-stage
inverters. The single-stage inverter is simple in structure, but it requires a high input voltage. Many PV
modules are used to boost the required high voltage, which have several defects such as the imbalance
of hot spots during partial shading, low safety features, and the poor maximum power point tracking
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(MPPT) performance [9]. Thus, a DC-DC power-conversion structure which can increase the low
PV-source voltage to a high DC-bus voltage was introduced to the single-stage inverter. Inverters
with above configuration are named two-stage inverters, which can use the MPPT algorithm more
efficiently [10–14]. Therefore, two-stage inverters have the advantage of fewer series-connected PV
modules and better MPPT performances in comparison with single-stage inverters.

In the grid-connected mode, the inverters are controlled as current sources [15,16]. In the island
mode, there is no grid connection to regulate voltage and frequency profiles, and the inverter is required
to determine the voltage and frequency of system, so the inverter generally adopts voltage-type
control [17]. Transitions between operation modes can cause deviations in voltage and current,
because of the mismatch in frequency, phase of the inverter output voltage and those of the grid
voltage [18]. If a voltage-type control structure can still be used in the grid-connected mode, the mode
switching process can be avoided and the above problem will be effectively mitigated and eliminated.

Droop control is a voltage control method, which is usually applied to the parallel connection
of inverters in distributed uninterruptible power supply systems to provide voltage support for the
micro-grid on island mode. Considerable research efforts have been devoted to inverter’s voltage-type
grid-connected control. De Paiva, et al. [19] added an extra phase loop to traditional droop control,
which improved the system’s dynamic response and maintained suitable damping performance.
Avelar, et al. [20] proposed an improved design of the polynomial model mentioned in [19] and
presented a state equation model of an inverter connected to the grid with droop control. However,
these methods are suitable for simple single-phase inverters instead of the widely used three-phase
inverters. Verma, et al. [21] presented a model of a grid connected inverter operating in grid supporting
mode incorporating dynamics of droop control. However, this method does not consider the two-stage
application topology combined with PV energy sources. Additionally, none of those control strategies
proposed consider fluctuations of the power grid such as fluctuations of grid voltage and frequency.

Recently, the penetration rate of renewable energy generation in the power system has gradually
increased. Renewable energy generation is replacing the traditional generation, and it should gradually
be equipped with the regulation ability of traditional generators. Therefore, it is a trend for renewable
energy sources to share frequency regulation duties on the grid. Zhong [22] proposed the concept
of a power electronics-enabled autonomous power system design. This scheme provides a uniform
interface mechanism so that renewable energy sources can participate in grid frequency regulation
like conventional power supplies. To this end, Yan, et al. [23] combines the droop characteristics
and the Virtual Synchronous Generator (VSG) to make the PV storage two-stage inverter have
primary frequency regulation characteristics. However, they do not take into account the governor’s
failure zone. Moreover, their study is based on energy storage, which is uneconomical. In summary,
the establishment of a voltage-type two-stage grid-connected photovoltaic system that simulates the
characteristics of the failure zone of the synchronous generator governor is of great significance for
increasing penetration rate of photovoltaic power generation.

In this paper, the power control scheme of the inverter under the low-voltage line parameters
is firstly obtained. Then, starting from the physical structure of the governor, the causes and the
necessities of the failure zone and its effect on the frequency regulation are analyzed, and the static
frequency characteristics are corrected. Finally, a novel two-stage photovoltaic grid-connected inverter
voltage-type control method with the failure zone characteristics is proposed. By enabling the power
loop inside the failure zone and disabling the power loop outside the failure zone, the inverter
dynamically compensates grid fluctuations and participates in grid frequency regulation. The design
of the dispatch interface ensures the schedulability of the inverter. DC voltage loop stabilizes the DC
bus voltage, allowing the system to operate without energy storage.

2. Power Transmission Characteristics of Grid-Connected Inverter

The grid-connected equivalent circuit of the voltage-type inverter is shown in Figure 1. As shown
in the figure, both the inverter and the grid are simplified to a voltage source. U∠δ is the output
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voltage of the inverter after the filter. E∠0 is the grid voltage (since the grid capacity is much larger
than the inverter capacity, E can be considered as a constant). Z∠θ is the impedance between the
inverter and power grid.
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According to the theory of power system analysis, the current flowing through the terminal is:

I = U∠δ−E∠0
Z∠θ

= U cos δ−E+jU sin δ
Z∠θ

(1)

The output active power and reactive power of the inverter is expressed as:
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Z sin δ cos θ

, (2)

where, δ is the power angle.
The studied subject in this paper is a small and medium-sized photovoltaic power generation

system, which is usually connected to a low-voltage distribution network. The low-voltage power
transmission line is mostly resistive [24]. Therefore, in this scenario, θ ≈ 0, so sin θ ≈ 0 and cos θ ≈ 1.
For a resistive impedance, θ = 90◦. Bring it into Equation (2), Equation (3) can be obtained as:

P = EU
Z cos δ− E2

Z

Q = − EU
Z sin δ

(3)

In addition, δ is generally very small, so we have sin δ ≈ 0 and cos δ ≈ 1. Bring the above
approximate values into Equation (3), it can be obtained that:

P ≈ U
Z E− E2

Z

Q ≈ − EU
Z δ

(4)

Roughly, Equation (4) can be written as:

P ∼ U
Q ∼ −δ

, (5)

where ~means in proportion to. Therefore, the conventional droop control strategy can be obtained as:

U = Ur − kp(P− Pr)

ω = ωr + kq(Q−Qr)
(6)

Due to f = ω
2π , Equation (6) can be rewritten as:

U = Ur − kp(P− Pr)

f = fr + kq(Q−Qr)
, (7)

where U is the reference amplitude of the inverter’s output voltage, f is the frequency reference value
of the inverter, Ur is the amplitude of the inverter’s rated output voltage, fr is the rated frequency of
the inverter, kp is the droop coefficient of the inverter’s active power, kq is the droop coefficient of
the inverter’s reactive power, P is the active power output by the inverter, Q is the reactive power
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output by the inverter, Pr is the rated active power of the inverter, Qr is the rated reactive power of
the inverter.

Equation (7) indicates that P is approximately linear with U and Q is approximately linear with f .
Therefore, by controlling the amplitude and phase of the output voltage of the inverter, decoupled
control of the active and reactive power of the inverter can be realized.

3. Failure Zone of Synchronous Generator Governor

3.1. The Cause of Failure Zone

Most steam turbogenerators and hydroturbines in the power system now are equipped with speed
governors. The governor’s function is to monitor the generator speed and to control the throttle valves
that adjust steam flow into the turbine in response to changes in “system speed” or frequency [25].
During the period of actual operation, due to mechanical friction and overlap, the static characteristics
of the generator unit differ from the theoretical static characteristics (see Figure 2). In a frequency range
around the rated frequency, the governor does not respond to changes in frequency. This frequency
range is defined as the failure zone of the governor.
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In Figure 2, the thick solid line is the theoretical static frequency characteristic of the unit,
The shaded area is the failure zone, f0 is the initial frequency of the system, fH is the upper frequency
limit of the failure zone, fL is the lower frequency limit of the failure zone, ∆ fw is the maximum
frequency hysteresis of the governor, ∆Pw is the maximum power error of the governor. It should be
noted that the failure zone does not exist for a specific frequency or power. On the contrary, the failure
zone is ubiquitous, which is determined by the physical characteristics of the synchronous generator
governor. From Figure 2, we can see that the failure zone satisfies Equations (8) and (9).

∆ fw = ( fH − fL)/2, (8)

∆ fw

∆Pw
= kp, (9)

where kp is the droop coefficient of the inverter’s active power.

3.2. Static Frequency Characteristics Considering the Failure Zone

This section is a case study of Figure 2, which analyzes the similarities and differences between
theoretical static frequency characteristics and actual static frequency characteristics. At the initial state,
the system operates at point a, the system frequency is f0, and the output active power is PG0. For the
theoretical static frequency characteristics, the active power generated by the generator will gradually
decrease as the grid frequency gradually increases. When the frequency rises to fH, the active power
decreases to PG0 − ∆Pw and the operating point moves to point b. However, there is a failure zone
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in the actual static frequency characteristics. When the frequency is slightly increased, the power
generated by the generator does not change immediately, but remains at PG0. When the frequency
rises to fH, the operating point comes to point d, where the governor completely overcomes friction
and passes through overlaps. When the frequency continues to increase, the power output from the
inverter gradually decreases from PG0 according to the droop coefficient. The reduced process of the
grid frequency is similar to the above process, which is not repeated here.

From Equation (7), it can be seen that under low-voltage line conditions, the frequency is no longer
approximately linearly related to the active power, but is approximately linearly related to the reactive
power. It should be noted that this type of frequency regulation feature does not exist in conventional
generators, but it is widely present in renewable energy inverters connected to low-voltage lines.
In general, the system operates stably at rated conditions with f0 = fN. With reference to the failure
zone characteristics of the conventional synchronous generator, the static frequency characteristics of
the inverter in the low-voltage lines considering the failure zone are obtained (see Figure 3).
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where QI is the reactive power of the inverter and ∆Qw is the maximum error reactive power of the
inverter. The meanings of other variables are consistent with those of Figure 2.

3.3. The Effect of Failure Zone on Frequency Regulation

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the failure zone will shift the theoretical static
frequency characteristics, resulting in a “dull” frequency regulation process, which is caused by the
physical characteristics of the mechanical hydraulic governor. However, with the advancement of
technology, in sensitive governors (such as electro-hydraulic governors), it is necessary to set the
failure zone manually. If there is no failure zone or the failure zone is too small, when the frequency
of the power system fluctuates, the governor will act unnecessarily, which is not conducive to the
healthy operation of synchronous generators/inverters and the frequency stability of the power system.
In addition, the failure zone should not be too large. Otherwise, synchronous generators/inverters
will lose the capability of frequency regulation, and thus they will fail to provide frequency support
for the system actively.

4. Novel Two-Stage Voltage-Type Grid-Connected Photovoltaic Inverter Control Method with
Failure Zone Characteristics

4.1. Design Logic of Failure Zone

Synchronous generators in the system must set the failure zone according to the guidelines of the
grid company, whose prescribed failure zone range is |±0.033| Hz. That is to say, ∆f w = 0.033 Hz.
According to the relevant rules and droop relationship, the inverter control logic with the failure zone
characteristics is designed as shown in Equations (10) and (11):
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Q = QN

∣∣ fg − fN
∣∣ < ∆ fw + ξ

Q = QN + ( fg − fH)/kq
∣∣ fg − fN

∣∣ > ∆ fw + ξ, fg > fH

Q = QN + ( fg − fL)/kq
∣∣ fg − fN

∣∣ > ∆ fw + ξ, fg < fL

, (10)

ξ = f (λ)λ ∈ [0, 100%], ξ ≥ 0, (11)

where ∆ fw is the maximum frequency hysteresis of the governor, λ is the penetration rate of renewable
energy in power system, ξ is the frequency regulation delay of the inverter, indicating the degree
to which the renewable energy based inverter lags behind the conventional synchronous generators
when participating in the frequency regulation. ξ is a function of λ and there is a negative correlation
between them qualitatively. In the initial stage of renewable energy development, λ is very small,
and there is no need to consider this issue due to the small capacity of renewable energy. As renewable
energy sources gradually increase, the power capacity of the power system connected to the inverter
increases. Thus, the inverter should have frequency regulation capability. Otherwise, the frequency
regulation capability of the entire power grid will gradually decline. When λ is low, the capacity of the
inverter power supply and the frequency regulation capability are small, and the frequency regulation
technology is undeveloped. Considering the safety and stability of the power grid, inverters should be
less involved in frequency regulation than synchronous generators with large capacity and developed
technology. Therefore, the concept of frequency regulation delay of the inverter ξ was introduced
so that the inverter involved in frequency regulation behind the synchronous generator. With the
increase of λ, the control technology will be more advanced, renewable energy sources will be able
to gradually share the frequency regulation tasks of the synchronous generators, so ξ will gradually
decrease. It should be noted that the λ and ξ that we introduced in the article are both macroscopic
and long-time, because the change of λ is very slow (especially for a huge power grid). For theoretical
limit case, when λ reaches 100%, ξ = 0, which means that renewable energy inverters have completely
replaced the conventional synchronous generators and are qualified for the frequency regulation.
Based on the above analysis, the failure zone threshold of the renewable energy inverter ∆ fw

′ is set
to ∆ fw + ξ. When the frequency deviation is less than ∆ fw

′, the inverter outputs constant power.
When the frequency deviation increases beyond ∆ fw

′, the inverter performs frequency regulation
through droop control to limit the fluctuation of the frequency in a wider range. Considering that the
inverter should still be able to respond to the dispatch instruction, the operation flowchart shown in
Figure 4 is designed.
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4.2. Novel Two-Stage Photovoltaic Grid-Connected Inverter Voltage-Type Control Method

4.2.1. Active Power-Voltage Control

Considering the economy of operation, the regulation of voltage is generally through balancing
locally and near. Therefore, the inverter does not need to adjust the power according to the change of
the system voltage, but outputs constant power. An active power loop is formed by adding integral
term to the droop control, see Equation (12):

U = Ur −
(

kpp +
kpi

s

)
(P− Pr), (12)

where kpp and kpi are the proportional gain and the integral gain of the active power loop, respectively.
For ease of analysis, it is assumed that the irradiance does not change during the analysis of the
inverter’s active power in this section. For a grid-connected two-stage photovoltaic power generation
system, the active power output by the inverter can be reflected by the voltage change on the DC side.
In detail, the active power and DC bus voltage satisfy Equation (13):

−∆P =
1
2

Cdc∆Udc
2, (13)

where ∆P is the amount of changes of the inverter’s output active power, Cdc is the DC bus capacitance,
and ∆Udc is the amount of changes of the DC bus voltage. The rated active power corresponds to the
rated DC voltage. If the output active power of inverter increases, the DC bus voltage will drop and
vice versa. Therefore, we replace P with −Udc, replace Pr with −Udcr, and convert the active power
loop in Equation (12) into a DC bus voltage loop, as shown in Equation (14):

U = Ur −
(

kup +
kui

s

)
(Udcr −Udc) (14)

The control design of the DC voltage loop allows the system to operate without energy storage
and maintain a stable active power output when the grid voltage fluctuates.

4.2.2. Reactive Power-Frequency Control

In this section, the control method outside the failure zone was introduced first. Then, the control
method in the failure zone was introduced. In this section, reactive power-frequency control is
introduced. The inverter has different characteristics depending on whether the frequency is in the
failure zone. In this section, features outside the failure zone are first introduced. Then, the characteristic
in failure zone was introduced.

As mentioned earlier, the inverter designed in this paper is a voltage-type inverter. For this kind
of inverter, it is common to regulate frequency through droop control. The inverter in this article is
in a mainly resistive scenario, so it follows the droop relationship shown in Equation (7). Therefore,
outside the governor’s failure zone, the inverter can regulate frequency through the relationship of
Equation (7).

Conversely, in the failure zone, the output power of the inverter should be kept constant to
simulate the characteristics of the synchronous generator governor. The regulation principle in the
failure zone is shown in Figure 5
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In Figure 5, the rated frequency of the system is fN, the rated reactive power of the inverter is
QN, and the initial operating point is point a. When the grid fluctuates slightly and the frequency of
the grid rises by ∆ f (∆ f < ∆ fw

′) to f1, the frequency of the inverter is also clamped by the grid at f1.
For common inverters, according to the theoretical droop characteristic, the reactive power output
from the inverter will increase, and the operation point is moved to point n along the line L. In order to
control the inverter’s output reactive power as fixed QN, the straight line L should be shifted upwards
by ∆ f . During this process, the operating point will be shifted leftwards from point n to point m.
Therefore, for any ∆ f less than ∆ fw

′, the operating point can be returned to the straight line Q = QN

by shifting the droop characteristic line upwards. In this way, the frequent change of inverter output is
avoided, and the effect of the conventional synchronous generator governor failure zone is simulated.
Specially, when the frequency change ∆ f is equal to ∆ fw

′, the adjusted operating point is point m,
and the droop characteristic line is shifted to straight line LH. If the frequency continues to deviate
from ∆ fw

′, which indicates a large frequency disturbance, the inverter will participate in the primary
frequency regulation according to the droop characteristics shown in LH, and share the frequency
regulation duties with the conventional synchronous generators.

In order to make the renewable energy-based inverter simulate the failure zone characteristics of
the synchronous generator governor, the reactive power loop and the enabling link are designed so
that the inverter will output constant reactive power within the failure zone threshold to achieve the
static frequency characteristics shown in Figure 3. Power loop consists of common droop control and
an integral term. If the enabling link is enabled, it guarantees a constant power output. If the enabling
link is disabled, the inverter still outputs power according to droop relationship. The principle of
reactive power-frequency control is shown in Figure 6.
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4.2.3. Overall Control Scheme of the Inverter

The above ideas and methods are integrated to obtain a voltage-based control scheme for a
two-stage photovoltaic grid-connected inverter with the characteristics of the governor’s failure zone,
as shown in Figure 7.
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According to the function and control scheme of the inverter, renewable energy based
inverter can be divided in grid-feeding inverter, grid-forming inverter and grid-supporting
inverter [26]. The grid-forming inverters can set the voltage amplitude and frequency of the local
grid. The grid-feeding power inverters are mainly designed to deliver power to an energized
grid. A grid-supporting power converter is in between a grid-feeding and a grid-forming power
converter [5]. The inverter in this paper is voltage source based grid-supporting inverter, belonging to
the grid-supporting inverter. It should be noted that some of control details are omitted or simplified
in consideration of the aesthetic appearance of figure, such as coordinate transformation parts and the
voltage-current cascaded control part, etc. The complete control block diagram is shown in Figure A1.

As shown in Figure 7, MPPT is implemented through the control of the boost circuit. The MPPT
algorithm generates a photovoltaic voltage reference value Upvref, and the PI regulator implements
tracking of Upvref. When the solar irradiance changes, the inverter always outputs the maximum
photovoltaic energy to ensure the maximum utilization of renewable energy. The inverter output
voltage is controlled by the DC bus voltage loop shown in Section 4.2.1. For renewable energy sources
connected to the power grid through inverters, their primary frequency regulation function is a new
feature and may be undeveloped. Therefore, this function should be controlled by the dispatch of the
power system for the stability and controllability of the power system. Therefore, the inverter should
work as follows: when the power dispatch requires the inverter to participate in frequency regulation,
the inverter decides whether or not to participate in it through the failed zone; when the power
dispatch does not require the inverter to participate in a frequency regulation, the inverter always
outputs a constant power even if the frequency is outside the failure zone. Therefore, the frequency
control structure includes sampling link, dispatching interface, enabling link and power loop. Dispatch
instructions can inputted through the dispatching interface.

If the constant power output of the inverter is required according to the dispatching signal,
the dispatching interface outputs 1 to enable the power loop and the power output by the inverter
tracks reference value.

If the inverter is required to have frequency regulation capability, the dispatching interface outputs
0 and the signal enters the sampling link. When the upper dispatching provides the inverter with a
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frequency regulation command, whether or not the failure zone characteristics can be realized depends
on the power loop: When the frequency fluctuation is less than ∆ fw

′, most of the disturbances are
self-recovering. Therefore, the enabling link outputs 1 to simulate the failure zone characteristics of the
governor, and the output power remains unchanged. When the frequency fluctuates much larger and
it exceeds ∆ fw

′, the enabling link outputs 0 to disable the power loop, and the inverter participates in
primary frequency regulation.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the inverter reference voltage amplitude can be obtained through
P-U control. Through the Q-f control, the frequency of the inverter reference voltage can be obtained,
then the phase of the voltage can be obtained. Using the inverter voltage amplitude and phase, it is
possible to synthesize the reference voltage vector of the inverter, which is regarded as a reference
value for the voltage and current double closed loop.

It needs to be pointed out that the setting of ∆ fw
′ contains the frequency regulation delay of the

renewable energy based ξ, and thus ∆ fw
′ contains the information on the penetration rate of renewable

energy λ. The higher λ is in the system, the more renewable energy inverters are required to undertake
frequency regulation tasks, the lower ξ is, the smaller the failure zone threshold ∆ fw

′ is, and vice
versa. Therefore, this control scheme can achieve the best operating state in an environment with any
renewable energy penetration rate λ through flexible parameter settings.

5. Verification

To verify the feasibility of the proposed method, the two-stage grid-connected in. If the enabling
link is enabled, generation system was modelled in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA)
(see Figure 7). The perturbation observation method was used for MPPT [27]. The Boost circuit was
used to boost photovoltaic output voltage. The main parameters of the system are shown in Table A1.

5.1. The Dynamic Characteristics of the Source

In order to study the output characteristics of the inverter when the PV output is affected by the
environment, the solar irradiance is reduced from 1000 W/m2 to 800 W/m2 at the first second and
restored to 1000 W/m2 at the second second. The output of the inverter is shown in Figure 8.
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After recovery of solar irradiance, P, Io, and Ig recover quickly. It can be seen that the proposed
control method can maintain the stable operation of the system and ensure the maximum utilization of
renewable energy even if the source fluctuates. This means that all the active power generated by the
PV can be delivered to the grid to supply the load regardless of the maximum power value.

5.2. Verification of Direct Current (DC) Voltage Loop

In order to verify the effect of the DC voltage loop, the grid voltage amplitude was changed, then
the inverter output power and DC voltage are observed. Considering that the laboratory environment
is better than the actual operation environment, step tests in the laboratory environment should adopt
stricter conditions (larger voltage changes). So we set the voltage step change value to 15%. The grid
voltage amplitude is suddenly increased by 57 V (380× 15%) at the first second, and the rated value is
restored at the second second. The inverter’s operating results are shown in Figure 9.Energies 2018, x, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 18 
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Figure 9. (a) DC bus voltage and inverter output active power; (b) Source-Grid-Load current.

In Figure 9a, the DC bus voltage and inverter output active power quickly return to their initial
values (800 V and 12.5 kW) after the grid fluctuates. During the transient process, the trend of Udc and
P is negatively correlated, which is consistent with Equation (14). In Figure 9b, when the grid voltage
fluctuates, Io and Ig change rapidly with P and then quickly restore their rated value. It can be seen
that the DC voltage loop not only stabilizes the DC bus voltage but also eliminates the influence of grid
voltage disturbance on the output of the inverter, which enhances the stable operation of the system.

5.3. Verification of Failure Zone Characteristics

In this section, the failure zone feature of the system is verified. In order to fully present the role
of the failure zone, the verification of this part is divided into two parts. Firstly, the characteristics in
the failure zone are observed. Then, the characteristics in the failure zone and outside the failure zone
are compared with each other.

In order to observe the characteristics in the failure zone, the frequency variation is set at 0.07 Hz
which is lower than ∆ fw

′ (0.1 Hz). If the reactive power output from the inverter is still stable at the
rated value (0 Var), it means that the inverter has a failure zone characteristic. The grid is set to operate
at an initial value of 50 Hz, which is increased to 50.07 Hz at the first second. The inverter operation
results are shown in Figure 10, where the reactive power can be reflected by the phase relationship
between voltage and current.
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In initial state, the inverter maintains a unity power factor output according to the rated reactive
power Qr. Therefore, the phase of output voltage and current are the same before 1 the first second.
The change in the grid frequency at the first second causes a slight change in the reactive power at the
inverter output, which can be indicated by the phase difference between Uo and Io. The system is in the
failure zone for the reason of 0.07Hz < ∆ fw

′, thus the reactive power output by the inverter is adjusted
to 0 within 0.2 s. The above results show that the failure zone characteristics of the synchronous
generator governor can be simulated.

Then, the characteristics inside the failure zone and outside the failure zone were observed
together. At the same time, in order to obviously show the differences between the proposed control
method, PQ (constant active power and reactive power) control method and droop control method.
The results of these three control schemes are presented so that they can be compared with each other.
In the following experiment, the grid frequency is increased by ∆ f (0.05 Hz) from 50 Hz in the first
second, the 1.5th second, the 2nd second and the 2.5th second respectively. By comparing with droop
control and PQ control, the failure zone characteristics of the proposed control scheme can be observed
clearly (see Figure 11).

From the Figure 11, it can be seen that the inverter operates in rated condition in all cases in the
initial state. For the droop control in Figure 11a, the grid frequency rose to 50.05 Hz at the first second.
The slight frequency fluctuation is lower than ∆ fw

′ (0.1 Hz), but the droop controlled inverter still
sensitively changes the output power from 0 Var to 500 Var. Note that 500 Var is equal to ∆ f · kqp. Then,
at the 1.5th second, the 2nd second and the 2.5th second, the inverter outputs 500 Var reactive power
for every 0.05 Hz increase in frequency. It is clear that droop control makes the inverter participate in
frequency regulation, but the output power also changes when the frequency changes slightly.

For the PQ control in Figure 11b, the grid frequency rose to 50.05 Hz at the first second.
The frequency fluctuation is lower than ∆ fw

′ (0.1 Hz), so the inverter output reactive power recovers
the rated value 0 Var after a brief transient process, which is consistent with expectation. The same
situation occurs after the second frequency change. Then, at the 2nd second, the grid frequency
increased to 50.15 Hz. At this time, the frequency changes so much that it exceeds the failure zone.
However, reactive power output from the inverter still remains unchanged even if the grid frequency
continues to rise to 50.2 Hz. As shown in the Figure 11b, PQ control achieves the constant power
output of the inverter, but the inverter loses the frequency regulation capability when the frequency
deviation is large. In the scenario of low renewable energy penetration, it is acceptable to operate the
inverter with a PQ source because there are sufficient synchronous generators that can perform the
task of frequency regulation. However, with the popularization of renewable energy, inverters are
expected to actively participate in the frequency regulation of the power system in order to share the
burden of synchronous generators.

For the proposed novel control in Figure 11c, when the frequency does not change beyond
the failure zone, the inverter operates as a PQ source. Once the change of frequency exceeds the
failure zone (after 2nd second), the inverter will participate in frequency regulation by adjusting the
output power. The proposed novel control scheme enables the system to simulate the failure zone
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characteristics of a conventional synchronous generator governor. The inverter has a failure zone
|±∆ fw

′| Hz, which allows the inverter to make intelligent choices between resisting grid fluctuations
and participating in grid frequency regulation based on the actual situations. Note that the failure
zone is symmetrical about the rated frequency. The simulation in this paper takes the upper threshold
of the failure zone as an example. With the same effect, the lower threshold of the failure zone will not
be described in detail herein.
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5.4. Verification of the Dispatching Interface

Dispatching interfaces should have a higher priority than failure zone, which means that when
the dispatch does not require the inverter to participate in a frequency regulation, the inverter always
outputs a constant power even if the frequency is outside the failure zone. In order to verify the
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effectiveness of the dispatching interface, the inverter is initially operated in the rated state. Then a
sudden big frequency increase of 0.2 Hz is set at the first second. The frequency regulation instruction
dispatched by the dispatching interface is received at the 2nd second. The response of the inverter is
shown in Figure 12.
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It can be seen from Figure 12 that the renewable energy based inverter still operates at constant
power even though the frequency increment exceeds the failure zone threshold before the 2nd second.
At exactly the time when the frequency regulation instruction is sent to the inverter, the inverter
immediately participates in primary frequency regulation. The above results verify the effectiveness of
the dispatching interface and the schedulability of the renewable energy inverter.

6. Conclusions

With the increase of renewable energy penetration rate, how to make renewable energy based
inverters simulate and replace conventional synchronous generator to undertake frequency regulation
tasks is a problem that needs to be solved urgently. The conclusions of this article are as follows:

(1) In this paper, based on the characteristics of speed governor system of the conventional
generator, the traditional static frequency characteristics are corrected. Then a novel two-stage
grid-connected photovoltaic inverter voltage-type control method with the characteristics of
the governor’s failure zone is proposed. The dynamic balance between resisting fluctuations,
participation in frequency regulation and dispatching response is achieved.

(2) Through the improvement of the droop control and the design of the power enabling link,
the inverter possesses the failure zone characteristics of the synchronous generator. For small
frequency fluctuations inside the failure zone, the inverter maintains a constant output. If the
frequency fluctuation exceeds the failure zone, the inverter participates in grid frequency
regulation according to the droop relationship.

(3) Whether or not the inverter participates in frequency regulation should be controllable rather than
completely autonomous, especially when there are many renewable energy sources. The design
of the dispatch interface ensures the schedulability of the inverter.

(4) The frequency regulation delay of renewable energy ξ was introduced to improve inverters’
adaptability to renewable energy penetration rate. Therefore, the proposed control scheme can
achieve the best operating state in an environment with any renewable energy penetration rate
through flexible parameter settings.

(5) A DC voltage loop was designed, which has two roles. On the one hand, it stabilizes the DC
bus voltage to achieve operations without energy storage. On the other hand, it ensures that the
system is not affected by the grid and delivers the maximum power to the grid stably.

(6) The selection of failure zone thresholds for renewable energy based inverters and coordinated
control of multi-inverters can be researched in the future.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Main parameters of the system.

Meaning and Symbols Value

Maximum power of photovoltaic array Ppvmax 12.5 kW
The capacitor on the output side of the photovoltaic array Cpv 1000 µF

Capacitor at DC (direct current) bus Cdc 2000 µF
Filter inductor Lf 2.2 mH
Filter capacitor Cf 800 µF

The amplitude of the inverter’s rated output voltage Ur 220
√

2 V
The reference value of inverter’s DC voltage Udcr 800 V

Inverter rated frequency f r 50 Hz
Inverter rated output reactive power Qr 0 var

The proportional gain of the reactive power loop kqp 0.0001
The integral gain of the reactive power loop kqi 0.0015

The proportional gain of the DC voltage loop kup 0.5
The integral gain of the DC voltage loop kui 3

The proportional gain of the voltage loop koup 1.4
The integral gain of the voltage loop koui 3.2

The proportional gain of the current loop koip 1
The integral gain of the current loop koii 0

The maximum frequency hysteresis of the governor ∆ fw 0.033 Hz
The upper limit frequency of failure zone fH 50.033 Hz
The lower limit frequency of failure zone fL 49.967 Hz

The frequency regulation delay of the inverter ξ 0.067 Hz
The failure zone threshold of inverter ∆ fw

′ 0.1 Hz
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